Results Findings are presented in 5 acts that demonstrate how the researcher was able to engage with the community and allow findings to be applied in real time. In addition to developing a process model of service delivery (Act 1), the researcher: supported the development and implementation of an integrated reproductive health program (Act 2); tracked, documented, and evaluated a knowledge transfer intervention on maternal opioid use (Act 3), and helped design a county-wide demonstration project to improve service utilization for the population (Act 4). The fifth act outlines future directions for a full-scale dissemination study.

Conclusions The community-engaged approach shaped the study’s emerging design, which then influenced subsequent program development and delivery. Qualitative methodologies, when combined with community-engaged approaches, can support the timely application of contextualized findings that are delivered through established relationships, using persuasive formats.
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Before the NHS was established, without state funding few families could afford paediatric services. But since 1948, the NHS has funded and gradually developed the necessary paediatric medical, surgical, nursing and technical services, the training and research. From the 1970s onwards, paediatric cardiology, the care of children born with abnormal hearts, developed exponentially. Research and development have continued. Around 30 abnormalities were identified in the 1970s; today, 3000 innate heart abnormalities are treated by 2500 different techniques. Technologies have transformed the way heart problems are diagnosed, treated, and prevented. The NHS as a national service has also been vital in providing a few highly specialised centres that serve networks of local hospitals, and transfer children swiftly and safely between them.

There are doubts whether the national funding, planning and administration of the NHS will continue, or be broken into local services, overwhelmed by public health and social care needs. Costly super-specialties may be neglected. BREXIT, if it occurs, is likely to increase difficulties with the supply of funding, staffing, equipment, research and medicines.

Social research about the future of paediatric cardiology will need to address: space (relations between local and supra-regional centres and international supply chains of staff, research and technologies); time (how past, present and future changes emerge through dynamic processes); the dialectic of structure and agency; uncertainty (and theories of possibility and absence); and inter-disciplinarity that examines and connects health care expertise, planning and administration, staff training and support, policy and funding, and the interpretive views and actual experiences of the involved families and practitioners.

The aim of this paper is to summarise how critical realism offers concepts and analytical frameworks, which connect disparate but essential parts of the complex service, to assist research about the present and future of British paediatric cardiology services.
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Background The internet is integral to young people (YP) providing round-the-clock access to information and support. We previously identified how, when, and why YP use online resources and highlighted variation in how these are introduced by their healthcare team.

Aims We sought to understand how healthcare professionals (HCP) perceived online information and support for young people with cancer.

Methods Semi-structured interviews with 8 HCPs across the UK informed the development of a survey completed by 38 HCPs. Framework analysis was used to identify key themes and the survey was analysed descriptively.

Results Seven themes emerged:
- Views about YPs use of online resources: HCP felt it was important to facilitate access to the internet and it was part of their role to do this safely.
- How YPs online needs change along their cancer timeline: Professionals described increasing internet use near the end and after treatment.
- Different platforms where HCPs refer YP online: websites HCPs trusted so recommended to YP.
- Are young people online needs currently met? HCP felt the internet supported factual information about diagnosis and treatment, but most participants agreed unmet needs around other parts of the cancer timeline existed i.e. end-of-treatment.
- Recognition of the emotional relationship between young people and the internet: HCPs described emotions which trigger YP to search i.e. ‘panic’ and ‘curiosity’.
- Barriers and concerns when referring YP to online resources: the biggest perceived barrier to access was costs to the NHS and most concerning factor was keeping YP safe online.
- Strategies used in practice: included the use of caveats, guiding and pre-empting by searching themselves.

Conclusion We will present key findings from each theme and detail recommendations from the study that could be adopted internationally as a benchmark for best practice for online information and support.
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Background Several investigations have highlighted variable and sometimes inadequate care at end of life.1,2 A consistent theme of guidance and reviews1,4 is the importance of good quality communication. Current guidance3 does not address the unique circumstances of critical care. Differentiating between treatments which prolong death or enable recovery is
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Background The buprenorphine/naloxone combination was first introduced in Taiwan in 2005 and has since been widely used in clinical settings to treat opioid dependence. This medication can be prescribed by any physician with a valid license. The other treatment option is methadone, but its use is strictly supervised by psychiatrists only and distributed through government-certified hospitals. Considering the relatively loose architecture (a concept of sociologist Shobita Parthasarathy) of the buprenorphine/naloxone combination, diversion has become a potential public-health concern.

Objectives This study aims to examine the diversion potential of the buprenorphine/naloxone combination from the perspective of healthcare providers and situate this medication's perceived potential in an architecture of pharmaceutical governance taking form out of institutional, professional, and social conditions.

Methods Data are collected by reviewing relevant archives encompassing academic journals, newspapers, official and professional documents, and statistical reports. Additionally, in-depth interviews were conducted with 20 professionals who were involved in the distribution and management of the buprenorphine/naloxone combination.

Results The architecture of buprenorphine/naloxone governance is best characterised as a sociomaterial assemblage taking shape in a historical process. On the social side are ingrained discrimination against people who use drugs, slow acceptance of addiction as a medical illness, exclusion of addiction from the coverage of national health insurance, competition of imported medicine and local generics, and professionalisation of addiction medicine. On the material side are the pharmacological properties of buprenorphine and naloxone, as well as the drug design that renders the combination safe and convenient. All of these factors combine to make the buprenorphine/naloxone tablet liable to diversion.

Conclusions The notion of architecture as a sociomaterial assemblage is a useful theoretical tool to understand how a substance prevails in its societal environment and interacts with it.